VISITOR CENTRE
PROTHERM PRODUCTION
Skalica

Visit our Protherm Production factory in Skalica
and follow the stories of the heating technology
brands Vaillant, Protherm and Saunier Duval.

VISITOR CENTRE
Visitor Centre of the factory Protherm Production
in Skalica invites all history enthusiasts and fans of
modern technologies for a unique tour.
Get to know the factory where more than 500,000
pieces of state of the art equipment for space and
water heating are produced every year. Set out
on a journey of knowledge with our interactive
exhibition, where we explain how boilers are
mounted in production lines and how we check
their quality. Come and see for yourself that our
boilers, produced in Slovakia, are a premium and
reliable product serving households all over the
world.
Take a look at our modern development centre,
where experts bring the already existing boilers
of the group Vaillant to perfection.

OUR PROGRAMME
Stroll through our interactive exhibition and
learn about the production of various heating
installations in Vaillant Group. Take a close look at
the plant where we produce more than 690 different
types of heating equipment for the markets in
24 countries of Europe, Asia and Africa.
Did you know that since the Vaillant Group
was founded, it has sold over 40 million
household appliances?
We explain how the inventions of Johann Vaillant,
who in 1874 founded this family business in the
German town of Remscheid, changed lives in
households all around the world. Thanks to his
ingenuity, a tubful of hot water was no longer an
unattainable luxury.

The tour focuses on Vaillant Group’s
three most important brands:
Vaillant, Protherm and Saunier Duval.

OVER 143 YEARS
OF INNOVATION
During the tour, we also map the brands’ technical
progress. Starting with historical exhibits,
demonstrating the oldest ways of heating water in
households, we will guide you through the most
recent technologies heating with eco heat-pumps
and all the way to the new generation of energysaving condensation boilers.
Our visitors will get to see more than 140 years
of Vaillant’s history as well as the world of
technological innovations aimed at an even higher
efficiency, economy, sustainable development and
environment protection.
Protherm Production factory in Skalica is part of the
German Vaillant Group, producing modern
heating equipment for over 25 years.

VENUE
The tour of our interactive
exhibition finishes in a modern
lecture room with an auditorium
where short films are screened.
Its seating capacity is 45 people.
The venue can be used for hosting
conferences or presentations
as well.

VISITS FOR THE EXPERTSŤ
The factory in Skalica is Vaillant’s important “gate”
to eastern markets. The plant’s growing significance
goes hand in hand with an increased interest in
professional visits. Up to 1,400 experts visit the
centre on average during one season. Customers
and business partners have a chance to not only
witness the high quality modern production
processes in the Skalica plant, but get a summary
of all brands of heating equipment produced here
as well.

TOURS AND
PROGRAMME FOR
SCHOOLSŤ
Our Visitor Centre comes with an opportunity
for curious pupils and students, who would
like to learn more about the manufacturing
of boilers in Skalica. Contact us and we will
help you organise a personalised tour. We
recommend the visit especially for those
who are considering studying at a secondary
technical school or at universities focused on
mechanical engineering, MEP, business or
management.
Get a deep insight into our
Skalica production factory.

The tours, accompanied and led by a trained guide,
are organised for groups of up to 45 people. The
tours of the production branch are organised for
groups of up to 15 people.
Provided it’s your first visit to the charming city
of Skalica and you would like to explore it some
more, the manager of our Centre can assist
with recommending the best local attractions,
restaurants and accommodation. Let us know and
plan an attractive, all-day program of your visit.
We produce close to our customers.

PLAN YOUR VISITŤ
Admission fee: free
Capacity: 45 people
Exhibition tour: 30 minutes
Factory tour: 60 minutes
Available languages: SK, EN, RU

PROTHERM PRODUCTION FACTORY
D. Jurkoviča 45, 909 01 Skalica, Slovakia

Plan your tour with
the Visitor Centre’s manager

Parking is available right on the premises of the
production factory.
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Ing. Mária Prachárová
Telephone number: +421 34 6966 117
Mobile phone: +421 905 698 102
E-mail: maria.pracharova@vaillant-group.com
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www.protherm.sk

